AMOS, Kelsey

2014

PUBLISHED CONFERENCE PAPER


NON-ACADEMIC ARTICLES


REVIEWS


“The Hunger Games only goes so far.” Hawai‘i Review. 1 December 2014. Web.


POETRY

2013

POETRY


BACCHILEGA, Cristina

ESSAY


ENCYCLOPEDIA ENTRIES


EDITED SPECIAL ISSUE


EDITING

BEUTNER, Katharine

CREATIVE NONFICTION


REVIEWS


CARON, Jim

ARTICLES


REVIEW ARTICLE

CHAPPEL, Jacquelyn

POEM


ARTICLE


CHAPTER IN BOOK


FEUERSTEIN, Anna

ARTICLES


FRANKLIN, Cynthia G.

SPECIAL JOURNAL ISSUE

*Life in Occupied Palestine*, a special issue of *Biography*. *Biography* 37.2 (Spring 2014), co-edited with Ibrahim Aoude and Morgan Cooper.

ESSAYS


INTERVIEWS

“Towards a New Language of Liberation: An Interview with Raja Shehadeh.” *Biography* 37.2 (Spring 2014): 516-23


JOURNALISTIC WRITING


GARLAND (REYNOLDS), Karyl

ARTICLES


“Hide & Seek” (Mickey Ears are everywhere at Disney’s Aulani if you know where to look). *Aulani* magazine. 3.1 (Fall/Winter 2013–2014): 44–47.


“Sea the Shell” (The history of this open-air amphitheater in Kapi’olani Park). *Waikiki* magazine. 3.1 (2014): 42–46.

“Off the Walls” (A unique feature of Waikiki, the Kapahulu Groin). *Waikiki* magazine. 3.2 (2014): 40–44.


“By Design” (Discover how the voyaging history of Hawai’i is embedded at Aulani.). *Aulani magazine*. 3.2 (Spring/Summer 2014): 21–24.


“Kings and Queens and Hidden Things.” *Halekulani Living: A Sophisticated World of Choices* magazine. 5.2 (Fall/Winter 2014): 15–19.


“Dwell Defined” (Interior design trends according to Lauren Makk). *HILuxury* magazine. 8.3 (October/November 2014): 77–79.


**HAN, Joseph**

**POETRY**


**FICTION**


HEBERLE, Mark

REVIEW


HOWES, Craig

TELEVISION DOCUMENTARY


RADIO PROGRAM


ESSAY


INTERVIEW/QUOTATIONS


INSERRA, Incoronata (Nadia)

REVIEW

LAM, Thuy

NOVEL EXCERPT


LYONS, Laura

CO-EDITOR


ARTICLE


MIDDLETON, Linda C.

ARTICLE


REPRINT


REVIEW

“Hot Ticket: Movie Review of *Austenland*” (As told to Jamie Kim.) *MidWeek*. September 18, 2013. 63.
MORSE, Jonathan

BLOG


PHOTOGRAPHY

A recovered and post-processed daguerreotype image of Edwards Amasa Park.
“Members’ News,” *Emily Dickinson International Society Bulletin* 26, no. 2


PAK, Gary

BOOK


SHORT FICTION

“Excerpt from *Brothers Under a Same Sky.*” *Azalea* 7 (2014).

REVIEWS


Movie review of *Aim High in Creation* directed by Anna Broinowski. Film for Thought. Honolulu: Hawai‘i International Film Festival, October 2014.

ARTWORK

PEREZ, Craig Santos

BOOK


ESSAY


POETRY


NONFICTION


“Blue-washing the colonization and militarization of ‘our ocean.’” *The Hawai‘i Independent* 26 June 2014: n. pag. Web.

REVILLA, No‘u

POETRY


NONFICTION


REYNOLDS, Karyl

See Garland, Karyl (Reynolds).

RIEDER, John

BOOK CHAPTERS


**INTERVIEW**


**REVIEW**


**EDITING**

*Extrapolation* Vol. 55.

**ROY, Anjoli**

**COEDITED WORK**


**CREATIVE NONFICTION**


**FICTION**


**SCHULTZ, Susan M.**

**BOOK**

*Memory Cards: Dogen Series*. Sydney: Vagabond Press, 2014
POEMS

Published in *Talisman, Dusie*, and other magazines.

BLOG


BOOKS PUBLISHED BY TINFISH PRESS

Donovan Kūhiō Colleps, *Proposed Additions*

Norman Fischer, *Escape This Crazy Life of Tears: Japan, July 2010*

Albert Saijo, *WOODRAT FLAT (at the cusp of the new year)*

SHANKAR, S.

ARTICLE


INTERVIEWS (OF)

Conducted by Hong Jiang for *Asia in Review*. March 2014.  
<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9kDuhKlpDGc>


INTERVIEW (BY)


LITERARY NOTE

BLOG


STEWARD, FRANK

JOURNAL EDITOR: MANOA


REVIEW ESSAY IN JOURNAL


WAYNE, Valerie

Book Chapter


YAMASHIRO, Aiko

BOOK


POETRY


**REVIEW**


**ZUERN, John David**

**ARTICLE**


**CHAPTER IN BOOK**


**ENCYCLOPEDIA ENTRY**